
Sunday Forum September 6
Labor Day – An oxymoron? The goal of many people on Labor Day seems to
be to go to the lake and drink beer
beer or to watch The Ohio State University wallop Virginia Tech.
no one is interested in celebrating Labor Day by going to labor at work!
Why is it necessary for people to work?
no one ever had to work? Is work good or not?
Sunday Service September 6
Labor Day. Labor Day started as a part of the labor union movement, to recognize the contributions
men and women in the US workforce, but modernly is seen as a chance to celebrate the last weekend
of summer. This morning, Patrick Harrington has some thoughts to share on Labor Day.

Sunday Forum September 13
The Holocene Extinction

major extinctions where 75 to 96% of the earth’s species disappeared.
Epoch started 12,000 years ago t

faster than the average background rate.
Sunday Service September 13
Art at UU. Come and listen to
gallery share about his work and his process. Read his artist statement in this newsletter.

Sunday Forum September 20
Nurture or Nature – or some of both?
culture? Does behavior drive culture, or does culture drive behavior?
child oughta get. We ain’t no delinquents, we’re misunderstood.
West Side Story. Facilitated by Glen Lakes.
Sunday Service September 20
You Could Be Wrong. Each of us has probably considered how to offer forgiveness when we have
been wronged. This Sunday we will look at another side of that question: what does it mean to know
that we might be wrong? How can we act decisively, say no to oppression and injustice wherever we
find it, and stand on the side of love . . . in the knowled
intentions will sometimes lead us astray? Join guest and Meadville Lombard seminarian
Nelson Long, as we consider the role of humility and repentance in the context of our UU values.

Sunday Forum September 27
An Oldie, but Goodie. It’s Sunday, December 18, 2005.
Fellowship and the BBC announced that extinct mammoth mitochondrial DNA has
been decoded. Kent’s subject for the forum was:
same motives and intentions: to kill someone.
murder. The other misses the targeted victim or has a gun that misfires and is
found guilty only of attempted murder.
that be just? Let’s take another look at that t
that time. Facilitated by Glen Lakes.
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also “Like” us (Salina UU Fellowship) on facebook!

YOU ARE INVITED AND WELCOME to join us for conversatio
with coffee and treats…the SERVICE BEGINS at 10:30 am

September 6th 9:15am Fellowship Building
The goal of many people on Labor Day seems to

be to go to the lake and drink beer or to play golf or to grill steaks and drink
watch The Ohio State University wallop Virginia Tech. It seems that

no one is interested in celebrating Labor Day by going to labor at work! So
Why is it necessary for people to work? What do you think life would be like if

s work good or not? Facilitated by Glen Lakes.
September 6th 10:30am Fellowship Building

Labor Day started as a part of the labor union movement, to recognize the contributions
men and women in the US workforce, but modernly is seen as a chance to celebrate the last weekend

This morning, Patrick Harrington has some thoughts to share on Labor Day.

September 13th 9:15am Fellowship Building
The Holocene Extinction – “The Sixth Extinction? Geologically there are five previous

major extinctions where 75 to 96% of the earth’s species disappeared.
Epoch started 12,000 years ago to present, yet species are going extinct 100 times

faster than the average background rate. Facilitated by David Hanson.
September 13th 10:30am Fellowship Building

Come and listen to Randy Clark, who is currently exhibiting his artwork in the Art at UU
gallery share about his work and his process. Read his artist statement in this newsletter.

September 20th 9:15am Fellowship Building
or some of both? How do you define the difference between behavior and

culture? Does behavior drive culture, or does culture drive behavior? We never had the love that every
child oughta get. We ain’t no delinquents, we’re misunderstood. Deep down inside us there is goo

. Facilitated by Glen Lakes.
September 20th 10:30am Fellowship Building

Each of us has probably considered how to offer forgiveness when we have
been wronged. This Sunday we will look at another side of that question: what does it mean to know

wrong? How can we act decisively, say no to oppression and injustice wherever we
find it, and stand on the side of love . . . in the knowledge that we will make mistakes, and that our best
intentions will sometimes lead us astray? Join guest and Meadville Lombard seminarian

as we consider the role of humility and repentance in the context of our UU values.

September 27th 9:15am Fellowship Building
Sunday, December 18, 2005. Michael is minister at the

BBC announced that extinct mammoth mitochondrial DNA has
Kent’s subject for the forum was: Two people have precisely the

same motives and intentions: to kill someone. One succeeds and is found guilty of
The other misses the targeted victim or has a gun that misfires and is

found guilty only of attempted murder. Their sentences end up being very different.
Let’s take another look at that topic since most of our Forum members weren’t here at

Facilitated by Glen Lakes.
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men and women in the US workforce, but modernly is seen as a chance to celebrate the last weekend
This morning, Patrick Harrington has some thoughts to share on Labor Day.
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Randy Clark, who is currently exhibiting his artwork in the Art at UU
gallery share about his work and his process. Read his artist statement in this newsletter.
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How do you define the difference between behavior and

We never had the love that every
Deep down inside us there is good. –
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Each of us has probably considered how to offer forgiveness when we have

been wronged. This Sunday we will look at another side of that question: what does it mean to know
wrong? How can we act decisively, say no to oppression and injustice wherever we

ge that we will make mistakes, and that our best
intentions will sometimes lead us astray? Join guest and Meadville Lombard seminarian, Jordinn

as we consider the role of humility and repentance in the context of our UU values.
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Sunday Service September 27
Searching for Spirit. Our third principle is the a
spiritual growth in our congregations.
principle and introduce the eight spheres of spiritual growth as spiritual practice.

Or attend the Sunday morning festivities at the
beginning with a prairie walk, followed by yoga, a concert by local singer/songwriter, Ann Zimme
and talks by Mary Evelyn Tucker, co
director of the Food and Environment Program at the Union of Concerned Scientists and Wes Jackson,
president of the Land Institute. For more informat
https://landinstitute.org/events/calendar

IMPORTANT DATES AND
REFLECT THE LIFE AND

UU Book Club will be
Keep reading!...and look for more
next month’s newsletter.

Meditation Group continues on Th
The Fellowship/community meditation group continues to meet
September (the 3rd, 10th, 17th and 24

Sunday, September 6th and 20th
We are beginning a great series of discussions based on member input. The group is flexible and open
to everyone’s process.
Personal, spiritual, growth (September 6
practice. We will discuss how we connect with the
sacred and in what ways we can become more
intentional in our spiritual direction. In the words of
Gerhard E. Frost, Expect to see more light in what
you’ve understood; more beauty in all you still
admire; more truth in all you’ve long
more goodness in all you’ve learned to love.
by Barb Gutsch.
One Word (September 20th): We will be encouraged
deeper understanding/acceptance of ourselves and our world.

Friday, September 11th at 7:00 pm
You can find out how you may be continually misled
film, just released for special community showings by Interfaith Power a
Light, Merchants of Doubt
Erik Conway, Merchants of Doubt
illuminating ride into the heart of conjuring American spin. Filmmaker Robert Kenner
lifts the curtain on a secretive group of highly charismatic, silver
hire who present themselves in the media as scientific authorities
contrary aim of spreading maximum confusion about well
ranging from toba
Merchants of Doubt

September 27th 10:30am Fellowship Building
Our third principle is the acceptance of one another and encouragement to

spiritual growth in our congregations. Barb Gutsch will reflect on the spiritual
principle and introduce the eight spheres of spiritual growth as spiritual practice.

Or attend the Sunday morning festivities at the Prairie Festival celebrated at the Land Institute,
with a prairie walk, followed by yoga, a concert by local singer/songwriter, Ann Zimme

and talks by Mary Evelyn Tucker, co-director of the Forum on Religion and Ecology, Ricardo Salvador,
director of the Food and Environment Program at the Union of Concerned Scientists and Wes Jackson,
president of the Land Institute. For more information and to register, go to
https://landinstitute.org/events/calendar-events/prairie-festival-2015

AND EVENTS TO PUT ON YOUR CALENDAR
AND GROWTH OF OUR SALINA UU

will be returning soon!
...and look for more information about upcoming books and gatherings in

’s newsletter. Guided by Lisa Benson.

n Thursdays during the month of September
The Fellowship/community meditation group continues to meet at 5:30 pm during the month of

and 24th). All are welcome.

and 20th from 9:15 to 10:00 am – Adult Religious Education
beginning a great series of discussions based on member input. The group is flexible and open

(September 6th): Spiritual growth requires thoughtful intention and
practice. We will discuss how we connect with the
sacred and in what ways we can become more

irection. In the words of
Expect to see more light in what

you’ve understood; more beauty in all you still
admire; more truth in all you’ve long believed;

you’ve learned to love. Led

We will be encouraged to come up with ‘one word’ that can steer us to a
deeper understanding/acceptance of ourselves and our world.

at 7:00 pm – Friday Film Series returns with Merchants of Doubt
You can find out how you may be continually misled—yet remain unaware
film, just released for special community showings by Interfaith Power a

Merchants of Doubt. Inspired by the acclaimed book by Naomi Oreskes and
Merchants of Doubt takes audiences on a satirically comedic, yet

illuminating ride into the heart of conjuring American spin. Filmmaker Robert Kenner
curtain on a secretive group of highly charismatic, silver

hire who present themselves in the media as scientific authorities
contrary aim of spreading maximum confusion about well-studied public threats
ranging from tobacco to toxic chemicals to pharmaceuticals to climate change.

s of Doubt analyzes the patterns of spin doctors and media manipulators

10:30am Fellowship Building 901 Beatrice
cceptance of one another and encouragement to

spiritual growth portion of that
principle and introduce the eight spheres of spiritual growth as spiritual practice.

celebrated at the Land Institute,
with a prairie walk, followed by yoga, a concert by local singer/songwriter, Ann Zimmerman

director of the Forum on Religion and Ecology, Ricardo Salvador,
director of the Food and Environment Program at the Union of Concerned Scientists and Wes Jackson,

ion and to register, go to

CALENDAR THAT
UU FELLOWSHIP

information about upcoming books and gatherings in

September from 5:30 to 6:15 pm
during the month of

Adult Religious Education
beginning a great series of discussions based on member input. The group is flexible and open

Spiritual growth requires thoughtful intention and

to come up with ‘one word’ that can steer us to a

Friday Film Series returns with Merchants of Doubt
yet remain unaware through a

film, just released for special community showings by Interfaith Power and
Inspired by the acclaimed book by Naomi Oreskes and

takes audiences on a satirically comedic, yet
illuminating ride into the heart of conjuring American spin. Filmmaker Robert Kenner

curtain on a secretive group of highly charismatic, silver-tongued pundits-for-
hire who present themselves in the media as scientific authorities - yet have the

studied public threats
cco to toxic chemicals to pharmaceuticals to climate change.

the patterns of spin doctors and media manipulators—



often the same folks working across a whole range of issues —who convince people to ignore science
at their own peril. The film examines the art of journalism and the challenges of covering scientific
stories like climate chaos. Although some trained scientists become journalists, most journalists have
little scientific knowledge. But in the public interest, they must still sort through technical information –
often on deadline – and make it clear to a general audience. This creates a dependence on sometimes
ill-qualified experts for explanations.
Friday Films invites the public to see for themselves this engaging portrait of spin doctors and media
manipulators, with ample time for discussion and snacks afterward. Salina’s UU Fellowship offers the
film series as an opportunity to fully investigate both one’s private life and the public good. The film is
free, and supporting donations are gratefully accepted.

Friday, September 11th from 3:00 to 7:00 pm and Saturday, September 12th from 8 am to 2 pm-
2nd Annual Circles of the Heartland Sale
Taking place at Trinity United Methodist Church at 901 East Neal. Check out details on facebook at
Circles of the Heartland.

Saturday, September 12th, beginning at 8:00 am – National Day of Service
Smoke detector installation, Smoky Hill River clean-up and neighborhood landscaping
activity, including repairing broken brick sidewalks will occur. For more information, call
(785)823-3128 or email volcor@nckvc.org

Monday, September 14th, beginning at 5:30 pm – UUFS Board meeting
All are welcome. We will be looking over resumes of those interested in our lay leadership position as
well as other important business. Board president, Diana Tarver, will be providing supper for those who
attend.

Wednesday, September 16th at 7:00 pm – Compassionate Conversation group meeting
The topic is "That's Not What I Meant -- Conversation Styles". This will help us realize and appreciate
our different styles of communication maybe in ways you had not thought about. Facilitated by Dee
Boyd.

Friday, September 18th, beginning at 5:30 pm – Fellowship Work Day
Come and help with indoor and outdoor projects needing to be done around the fellowship
building.

Sunday, September 20th at 2:00 pm – UU Youth to Little Mermaid at Salina Community Theatre
UUFs members are being asked to help sponsor/buy tickets for the youth (and their
parents as needed) to all can go to the Little Mermaid show at the theatre, followed by
the Popcorn Kids (grades 4-8) going over to UU for pizza and a Popcorn Theology
Lesson. An estimate of about $300 for 12 kids @ 20 per ticket plus pizza and drinks
afterwards.
Sunday, September 20th from 6:00-7:30 pm – UU Youth Popcorn Theology
The first movie that the youth, children in grades 4th thru 8th, will be viewing and studying
is Chicken Run. We will discuss leadership, character and how movies reflect history, as
well as how this movie relates to UU principles. If you know any kids in grades 4th-8th

who might enjoy joining this group, please invite them to contact Barb Gutsch at bjgutsch@cox.net This
group will meet on the first and third Sundays of the month.



Save The Date! for the MidAmerica Regional Assembly 2016
April 29 - May 1, 2016
We now have confirmed the location for the 2016 MidAmerica Regional Assembly:
InterContinental Crowne Plaza at St. Paul Riverfront
11 East Kellogg Blvd.
St. Paul, MN 55101
Watch for information about how to apply to offer a workshop at next spring's Regional Assembly. The
deadline for applications is October 30th, and the application form will be on our web site soon.
https://www.midamericauua.org/

UUSF Compassion Fund
If you know of a Fellowship member or friend (person who attends) who might be in need of the

Fellowship's support by a food card, cash, or through connections with a local
agency, please contact Reverend Thea. We want the Fund to be active - with funds
and other help coming in and going out. The purpose of the Fund is to show that we
care and take care of each other.
Cards for Fellowship Celebrations and Concerns

Please let Teri Harrington know if there is someone that you believe could benefit
from receiving a card from our Fellowship. She can be contacted by email at

teriyaki315@hotmail.com or by cell phone at 785-577-2576.
Project Excellence
Dee Boyd is starting a project she has dubbed "Project Excellence". She will be conducting one-on-one
interviews and taking photographs of all Salina UU members. These will become an art display and
eventually possibly end up in book form. The theme is documenting how the UU Fellowship has
attracted exemplary individuals. Don't be surprised when Dee comes up to you to schedule an interview
time (or vice versa, feel free to come to her). The project will be ongoing through 2015.

ART AT UU - VISUAL VOICES GALLERY

Art at UU is exhibiting the work of Randy Clark for the months of September and October. Here’s what
Randy has to say about his work, “In my retirement since 2005, I've used glorious outdoor sights
etched in my memory for some of my work. The arts have inspired me to be more aware of everything
that surrounds me and the beauty that is in all things. The art I create combines realism and the
abstract. The process leads to the creation of the work. Through monotypes and mixed media, I
create images with shapes and colors that evoke a perception in the eye of the beholder, who then
becomes part of the process.” Come hear more when Randy speaks at the Sunday morning service on
September 13th.

The UU Art committee has decided that our November/December show will be a
composite of work by our members. The first Thursday in November is the 5th.
(Have friends and family put it on their calendars now!) Dahlia, our coordinator
before Ruth, tells me that it was her favorite show, and has given me some
pointers. One was to “start early” . . . so, with that in mind, here are some
general guidelines. Details will be refined as we get closer.



 One piece per congregate.
 We will have one scheduled drop off
Nothing will be accepted early. If something comes in late, it will
can be worked into the show.
 Artists need to have identified themselves on the back of the work
piece and the name of the artist.
 Artists are asked to make their own labels.

This show has previously been fondly referred to as the ‘Public Hanging’.
funny to start with…but then it seems to get a bit stale, and not sure I want to go out over the air
with it?? So, welcome any feedback and/or suggestions.
Lee Romaniszyn.

Exhibitions at Visual Voices are determined by a committee, and change every
two months.
Voices can download an
application is currently
suuprocom@gmail.com
exhibition by emailing

Sunday mornings during the Forum discussion group at 9:15am and the UU service which begins at
10:30am. All are welcome.

We, the members of the Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of Salina, Kansas, in light of our religious and
moral principles and commitment to human rights, hereby declare full support for
couples of any gender identity or sexual orient
of the land!

MISSION STATEMENT of the Salina Unitarian Universalist Fellowship
personal spiritual growth within an open and affirming community, actively promoting

and the transformation of our world.

Earth and Spirit:

As the crickets’ soft autumn hum

One piece per congregate. (Children are congregates!)
We will have one scheduled drop off time; tentatively I am going to say

If something comes in late, it will be accepted only provisionally, i

Artists need to have identified themselves on the back of the work

Artists are asked to make their own labels.

s previously been fondly referred to as the ‘Public Hanging’. I personal
but then it seems to get a bit stale, and not sure I want to go out over the air

So, welcome any feedback and/or suggestions. I think this will be a fun one! Submitted by

Exhibitions at Visual Voices are determined by a committee, and change every
two months. Artists interested in showing their two-dimensional work at Visual
Voices can download an application at www.uusalina.org/art.pdf
application is currently unavailable; please send an email to
suuprocom@gmail.com Anyone can make an appointment to see the current
exhibition by emailing same address as above. The work is also on view

Sunday mornings during the Forum discussion group at 9:15am and the UU service which begins at

STATEMENT of PRINCIPLE
We, the members of the Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of Salina, Kansas, in light of our religious and

principles and commitment to human rights, hereby declare full support for
couples of any gender identity or sexual orientation and celebrate that Marriage Equality is now the law

Salina Unitarian Universalist Fellowship – To provide a place for
personal spiritual growth within an open and affirming community, actively promoting

and the transformation of our world.

Spirit: Belonging to the Earth

As the crickets’ soft autumn hum

is to us

so we are to the trees

as they are

to the rocks and the hills

—Gary Snyder

tentatively I am going to say Sunday, Oct 25.
be accepted only provisionally, i.e., if it

Artists need to have identified themselves on the back of the work – include the name of the

I personally find this kind of
but then it seems to get a bit stale, and not sure I want to go out over the air-waves

I think this will be a fun one! Submitted by

Exhibitions at Visual Voices are determined by a committee, and change every
dimensional work at Visual

www.uusalina.org/art.pdf. Website
please send an email to

appointment to see the current
The work is also on view

Sunday mornings during the Forum discussion group at 9:15am and the UU service which begins at

We, the members of the Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of Salina, Kansas, in light of our religious and
principles and commitment to human rights, hereby declare full support for Marriage Equality for

and celebrate that Marriage Equality is now the law

To provide a place for
personal spiritual growth within an open and affirming community, actively promoting peace, reason



What does it mean to belong to the Earth?

At present, it seems that our western culture has slowly devolved into a culture of dissociation,

where we as a people have become estranged from our natural world, from community, from

our bodies, from our creativity, from the mystery. Either by choice or necessity, many people are

hurrying through their lives, receiving information and entertainment mediated by electronics,

driving past each other to get home, eating mass-produced food grown and prepared by

strangers.

We are forgetting, in this hurried and stressful culture, that we are creatures moving and

breathing on a living planet. I believe that this forgetting of our place on Earth is the source of

vast wells of personal and collective loneliness, disempowerment, and grief.

The UU Seventh Principle reminds us that we are to hold “respect for the interdependent web of

all existence, of which we are a part.” The “of which we are a part” section is deeply important,

because otherwise we may become lost in the false separation between ourselves as human

beings and the rest of the earthly realm.

The teachings we draw upon as a faith—from existentialist philosophers to indigenous

teachings, to cosmology and Buddhism and other faith traditions—all have a lot to say about

interdependence and connection. I do believe, however, that sometimes where we may fall

short in this inquiry of belonging is in how we live into the idea.

You may be able to easily identify where you feel that sense of embodied belonging. The

visceral moment of remembering our connections to the All is what I call grace.

It may be in the garden, or sitting with a child, or working side by side with friends on a service

project. It is a practice of mindfulness, this belonging—noticing what is, feeling it in your core.

The beautiful thing about grace is that it is always there, waiting for your attention. And, once

you deeply know your belonging, you feel more deeply motivated and empowered to act on

behalf of the All.

Rainforest activist John Seed came to see this when he said, “I am not protecting the rainforest.

I am the part of the rainforest that has arisen to protect itself.” This is truly a gift that serves our

faith’s commitment to love and justice.

by Barbara Ford…for more information, see http://www.gaiaworkshops.net
Barbara is a member of First Unitarian Church of Portland, Oregon and a former board president of the national UU
Ministry for Earth. She is a workshop facilitator with GAIA Workshops-Growing Awareness Into Action, as well as an

activist, artist, and singer.


